
Global Citizen Essay 

 

To be a global leader, learner, and citizen in this time is to see not only their surrounds 

but global issues and understand that not every citizen has the same lifestyle. Ambassador 

School of Global Leadership mission is to encounter students with not only seeing what's around 

them but to recognize other issue around the world. ASGL is mission is also to prepare their 

students to become global leaders one day. To communicate ideas with one other no matter what 

language they may speak or a place they came from.  

To be a global citizen in my opinion is to be effective in little or big matters, in your 

community or around the world. I believe the famous youtuber Roman Atwood. He’s always 

positive, uplifting, and full of joy in the vlogs he uploads onto Youtube. Also, I believe Roman 

Atwood is a global citizen because he tries to help out his community and people around the 

world in little ways that he can. For example, Roman has been teamed up with Make A Wish. 

Make A Wish is a non-profit founded by the United States that organizes visits know as “wishes” 

for children with life threatening medical conditions. In his  show on Youtube Red, Roman and 

Make A Wish teamed up to help out a kid named Angelo Moz. Angelo has a condition when 

where he doesn’t have his feet, so he supports himself with a wheelchair. So Roman and his 

team, took Angelo on a trip to Aaron ‘Wheelz’ Fotheringham at Nitro Circus in New York. 

Roman’s brother Dale Atwood, was looking for a good apartment for Angelo and Angelo’s 

family. After long searching Dale finally found a home. With this just being one of many times 

that Roman has help and teamed up with Make A Wish. He is now still doing spectacular wishes 

for the kids with life threatening medical conditions.  



I can say personally being a global learner and citizen can be one of the most difficult and 

challenging task. Multiple time I have been put to the challenge and I have  failed a couple of 

time, but every failure is a learning experience. I have had success with being a global learner 

and citizen. I have master some of the GPO’s (Global Performance Outcomes), which are 

Recognizing Perspective because I listen and understand a different point of view that isn’t mine. 

I analyze where other students are coming from and try to share out ideas and make a great 

outcome of it. I have also masted Communicating Ideas. Also communicating with students that 

don’t speak english can be a ruff patch for other students but being bilingual I am able to 

communicate with them with no problem. I have master this GPO because I can share my ideas 

in a professional matter with my peers and teachers. I have became a strong global citizen in my 

four years of highschool. I  have been involved in various activities that have provided me the 

opportunity to take action in my community. I have been involved in the Red Cross Club at 

ASGL. The Red Cross Club had a community festival, "Red Cross Preparedness Fair". This 

festival was to inform my community on how to be prepared for a real life threatening 

emergency. During the festival I was to take note of volunteers, answer guests questions, and 

translate for Spanish speaking parents. In the future I will love to help out my community by 

giving them important information they need to know, create more clubs or organizations for 

kids to attend after school, and help out adults with essentials that will help them succeed with 

their families.  

I will be a better contributor on the global stage as I have now mastered the global 

performance outcomes because I will know how to take cation in any situations. Being about to 

excel in the GPO can prepare you for the life outside of high school. By learnding these I can 



teach others by being a athletic trainer and help athletes to be prepared for the professional 

performance and perform at their best level. Also I will also contribute in my community for 

families with need to help them with everyday essentials. By doing this I will dedicate my time 

and donate money to charities that help families out. 

Learning to master all these GPO’s has prepared me for the real world situations. As I 

exit this chapter of my life, which I will move on the next one I want to take the mastery of these 

GPO’s and share it with the new people entering my new chapter. I want to take the mastery of 

the GPO’s and help out my community to make it better. To any location that I that this will be a 

great help to other and I can make a change. Learning these task has motivated me to go out to 

any part of the world and help communities. I will be able to do that with my confidence and 

believe that anything is possible.  


